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Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing Series by Judy Blume.
Peter finds his demanding two-year-old brother Fudge an ever
increasing problem, and it doesn’t seem to get easier as
Fudge gets older.
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The Sisters Grimm Series by Michael Buckley. When their
parents disappear, Sabrina and Daphne are sent to live with
an eccentric grandmother they thought was dead—and learn
some surprising things about the truth of fairy tales.
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Dear Mr. Henshaw by Beverly Cleary. In his letters to his
favorite author, Leigh reveals his problems in coping with his
parents' divorce, being the new boy in school, and generally
finding his own place in the world.
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Lunch Money by Andrew Clements. Moneymaking whiz Greg
teams up with lifelong rival Maura to create a series of comic
books to sell at school.
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No Talking by Andrew Clements. The noisy fifth grade boys of
Laketon Elementary School challenge the equally loud fifth
grade girls to a "no talking" contest.
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The Birchbark House by Louise Erdrich. Omakayas, a sevenyear-old Native American girl of the Ojibwa tribe, lives through
the joys of summer and the perils of winter on an island in
Lake Superior in 1847.
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The Great Brain Series by John Dennis Fitzgerald. The
exploits of the Great Brain of Adenville, Utah are described by
his younger brother, frequently the victim of the Great Brain's
schemes for gaining prestige or money.
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Inkheart Series by Cornelia Caroline Funke. Meggie learns
that her father Mo, a bookbinder, can "read" fictional
characters to life.
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attention or controlling his mood swings when his prescription
meds wear off and he starts getting worked up and acting
wired.
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Alvin Ho: Allergic to Camping, Hiking, and Other Natural
Disasters by Leonard Look. On his first trip camping, Alvin
makes a new friend and learns that he can be brave despite
his fear of everything.
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Glory's Mississippi town is beset by racial tension when town
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